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ABSTRAcr 
Instrumentation and data acquisition/analysis tec
hniques that are similar to 
those used for reciprocating compressors were de
veloped and used for testing and 
development of a laboratm;y scroll compressor
. Theo techniques feature the 
measurement of shaft speed and instantaneous pressu
res within the scroll eleoments in 
conjunction with the use of digital oscillosc
opes and analysis methods for 
extracting detailed information regarding the com
pressor operating characteristics. 
These techniques provide knowledge regarding the ty
pe and magnitude of energy losses 
within the compressor that are not otherwise 
obvious using only traditional 
measurements such as EER and volumetric efficiency
. As a result, the real e~fects 
of scroll compressor design variables can be un
ambiguously identified and used to 
guide testing and development activities in a time
ly manner. 
NOMENCLATURE 
diarneter of pressure passage 
length of pressure passage 
d 
l 
n polytropic exponent, data point number 
length of transducer clearance space 











0-4 transducer locations 
a condition at min. volume ln compL"ession proc
.ess 
b condition at max. displacement volume 
c condition at start of discharge 
D discharge line 
E electrical 
M nrechanical 
S suction line 
INTRODUCTION 
Compared with reciprocating compressors, the scrol
l compressor has a relatively 
short history of development. However, many of th
e development techniques used for 
reciprocating compressors and engines can be adap
ted to the scroll compressor. In 
particular, measurement of instantaneous shaft spee
d and pressu,es within the scroll 
elements are useful in understanding the details 
of the scroll compression process 
and its controlling parameters, and to identify p
roblem at:eas. A laboratory scroll 
compressor has been instrumented with seveca
l dynamic pcessUJ;e transducers 
sti"ategically located in the compression pocke
ts so that a fluid element can be 
tracked continuously from s"ction to discha
rge. The resulting measured 
pressure-crank angle and pressure-volume diagram
s are analyzed to determine the 
indicated work, details of the suction-corllpres
sion-discharge processes, losses 
during the suction and discharge processes, and re
gions of excessive leakage within 
the scroll wraps. Further analyses of this inform
ation reveals the extent to which 
the polytropic compression approaches an i~entropic
 process. 
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These methods have been used extensively in the development of a scroll compressor that operates over a wide speed and load range. This paper describes the techniques used in proper location of the inRtrumentation, data acquisition and reduction procedures featuring the use of digital oscilloscopes, and analysis methods useful in eJ<tracting information to guide ~;esearch and development activities. Typical data and results are presented to show the energy loss contributions due to electdcal, mechanical, and gas dynamic processes. 
LABORATORY PROTOTYPE COMPRESSOR 
A laboratory prototype scroll compressor shown schematically in Fig. 1 was designed as a test bed for scroll compressor component development. The low-side compressor is designed with a great deal of flexibility to facilitate investigation of important design parameters such as rotational speed, suction manifold configuration, drive shaft support bearing types, orbiting scroll anti-rotation devices, and compliance techniques. In addition, many scroll element design parameters such as the wrap details, tip seals, discharge port size and shape, etc., can easily be evaluated using interchangeable parts. 
Instrumentation is strategically located in the compressor to measure and monitor temperatures and pressuJ:es in critical locations. Temperature meastucemen ts include refrigerant suction and discharge, oil, bearing housings, motor stator, and tempe.-ature rise of refrigerant due to heat rejection from the drive motor. Pressure measurements include refrigerant suction and discharge, and instantaneous pressures within the scroll elements. Provisions are included to measure both instantaneous and average shaft speed using magnetic sensors. Further discussion of the pressure measurements in the scroll elements is given below. 
DYNAMIC DATA ACQUISITION/REDUCTION SYSTEM 
The pdncipal components of the dynamic data acquisition/reduction system a~e shown schematically in Fig. 2. The system features the use of fou~; hermetically sealed piezoelectdc pressu~:e transducers and a fou1:-channel digital oscilloscope that is interfaced with a laboratory computer and peripheral equipment. A magnetic position sensor is used in conjunction with a shaft-mounted single-tooth gear to provide an angular refe~:ence position and to trigger the oscilloscope. A second sensor is used in conjunction with a multi-tooth gear to provide instantaneous angular position information. 
• Discharge 
• Suction 










Fig. 2 Instrumentation/Data Acquisition System 
The four piezoelectric pressure transducers are located in the fixed scroll such that the compression p~:ocess associated with a given fluid element can be followed from suction to discharge. These transducer locations are labeled 1-4 in Fig. 3. Unlike a reciprocating compressor, several transducers are required because a given n-ansducer location will be exposed to the compression process associated with a given fluid element for only a portion of the compression cycle. A reference pressu~:e fo•· the transduce" dosest to the suction plenum (no. 1 transducer) is 
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<=stablished by an independent m<=asurement of th<= suction
 plenum pressure (lo~ation 0 
in Fig. 3) dur.ing a period of time in the suction pro
cess when both locations are 
exposed to the same pressure. The relative position 
of the fixed and orbiting 
scrolls at this time is shovn in Fig. 4-a. Subseque
ntly, a reference pressure is 
established for the no. 2 transducer during the per.iod 
of time when both the no. 1 
and no. 2 t.-ansducers are exposed to the same pressur<= 
(Fig. 4-b). This process is 
continued in a similar manner for th<= no. 3 and no. 4 
transducers as shovn in Figs. 
4-c and 4-d respectively. 
0 
D 
o Static pressure 
measurement 
• Dynamic pressure 
measurement 
Fig. 3 Pressure Measurement 
Locations in FiJ<ed Scroll 
Orbiting 
scroll 
Fig. 4 Scroll Position for Transducer 
Reference Pressures 
A typical piezoelectric pressure transducer installati
on in the fixed scroll 
element is shown in Fig. 5. In order to locate a sma
ll pressure pon at a precise 
location in the scroll, the transducers were slightly 
recessed from the compression 
surface as shown. A short passage of length (1) and dia
meter (d) was used to sense 
th<= scl'oll p~:essure and a very small volume was p
resent below the transducer 
diaphragm by virtue of the small clearance distance, 
(s). These are critical 
dim<=nsions fo~: such an installation since they det<=r
mine the natural frequency of 
the passage. In general., it is desi.-able to minimize 
(1) and (s) and to maJ<imize 
(d) to increase the passage natural frequency to va
lues well above the expected 
frequency spectrum of the measured pressures. Conve
rsely, the passage natural 
fl'equency should be kept well belo>~ the t·esonan t fl·equen
cy of the transducer. Organ 
pipe and/or classical Helmholtz theory can be used to d
esign an acceptable passage 
as discussed in detail in Refs. 1, 2, and 3. Another 
transducer location parameter 
is the distance of the sensing passage from the scrol
l wall (distance (W) in Fig. 
5). This distance must be small to maximize the 
crank angle over which the 
transducer is active, but must not b<= so close to the s
croll wall as to introduce 





Low noise cable 
Scroll wall 
Fig. 5 Typical Transducer Installation 
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Fig. 6 Typical Pressure Have£ortns 
The signals from the magnetic position sensors are al~o stored and transferred in a similat· manner. Knowing the reference crank angle from the single tooth signal and the angular increment from the multi-tooth signal, a relationship is established between each digitized data point and th., crank shaft position. Subsequently, analytical exp~;essions describing the genel:al relationship betWO'en crank angle and volume within the scroll compression chambers are used to relate the m<=asured pressures to the local compresslon volu1ne:. Thus, data .tiles are created for subsequent data analyses and for storage on hard disk. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Knowledge of pressure versus volume characteristics in scroll compressors can be an extrem<=ly useful tool in analyzing the compression p>·ocess. Many of the techniques that hav<= been developed for other displacement type machines such as redprocating compressors and Otto cycle engines can be utilhed. A typical pr<=ssure-volume diagram for a scroll co~pressor is sho~;n schematically in Fig. 7. The cycle is initiated as the re£rige•ant ente!::s the compression pockets during the suction p:t:"oc.ess as the volume of the pockets increases from the minimum volurne (Va) to the maximum displacement volume, (Vb)· For scroll compressors, the mimimum volume is approximately zero. Typically, the pressure in the compr<=ssion pockets during the suction process is slightly lower than the suc.t1on line pr<=ssur<=, P5 , as shown in Pig. 7. This suction under-pressure characteristic is an energy loss sinc<= additional work must be done to re--compress the refrigerant to the suction line pressure. The under-suction work is calculated from: 




Additional details regarding the suction process are contained ln Ref. 4. 
At this point, the pockels are sealed and the cycle proce~ds as the refrigerant is compressed to the volume Vc. Discharge of Lhe compressed refrigerant starts to occ.ur_ at Vc .a~d continues ~mtil th<; final residual volume, v..,, is attained. Under certa1n cond1 nons compression connnues to occur dudng the discharge process as 
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shown in Fig. 7. This represents an over-pressun• situation (relative to
 the 
discharge line pressure PD) and is considered an energy loss, since work is do
ne on 
the gas that must be "given back" during the discharge p.-octess. 
This 
over-comprtession work is calculated from: 
v 




The net useful work on the refrigerant is then: 
\IN ~ I ~ \ -p s ) dV 
v 
c 
and the total or indicated work is: 
11s + 11e + 11N 
FS ) dV (3) 
(4) 
Thus integration of various portions of the indicator diagram reveals how muc
h of 
the total available shaft work is actually imparted to the refrigerant, 
i.e., 







Motor losses (core, windage) 
Mechanical losses t 
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shaft work 





Furthermore, if one has knowledge of thte drivte moto.- efficiency, ~E' at the
 
actual t@St conditions, an energy accounting system can b@ construct@d as 
shovn in 
Fig. 8. In this accounting system, the electrical ene•gy supplied to the comp
resso• 
(Energy In) is measured directly with an independent meter. The availab:).e 
shaft 
work, VA' is then: 
(5) 
The total or indicated work actually imparted to thte refrigerant is taken from
 Eq. 
(4) and thus the compressor mechanical efficiency can be calculated as: 
11M = 
(6) 




The data acquisition/reduction/analyses methods discussed above have been used successfully to idenU fy and correct problems during compressor testing and development activities. Examples of typical data generated with the laboratory scroll compressor are presented in Figs. 9-11. 
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Fig. 9 Pressure/Crank Angle Diagram 
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Fig. 10 Pressure/Volume Data 
Thus, the polytropic exponent, n, is numerically equal to the slope of the line c-b in Fig. lOb. This is a very useful method of data analysis since it can reveal certain problems in the scroll cornp~;ession process that would not otherwise be obvious. For instance, a compression line that is not st>:aight could be an indication of excessive internal leakage in certain regions of the process. Likewise, a line that is straight but has a very high slope (n) could be an indication of excessive leakage throughout the process~ i.e.? h~ating of the refdgerant due to re-circulation pumping. If problems are apparent, a more 
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detailed view of the process can be taken by calculating local polytropic eKponents 
in certain regions of the cycle rather than the overall value alluded to above. 
Presented in Fig. 11 are power distribution data in accordance with the 
accounting system shown in Fig. B. Note that in Fig. 11 power is used in the 
accounting system rather than energy. Fig. lla shows this distribution for a scroll 
compressor operating at a constant input drive frequency of 90 Hz and 45 deg. F 
saturated suction conditions for various saturated condensing temperatures. 
Likewise, the distributions shown in Fig. llb are for a scroll compressor operating 
at the ARI condition over a range of drive frequencies. Other parameters such as 
various efficiencies and polytropic eKponents can be presented in a similar manner. 
The real effect of many compressor design parameters previously alluded to can be 
determined unambiguously when data are analyzed in this manner. 
-<>-- Input ~ Indicated 
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An on-line data acquisition/reduction system that is similar to those used for 
reciprocating compressors has been developed and used very effectively for scroll 
compressor testing and development. 
Knowledge of the type and magnitude of energy losses (i.e., electrical, 
mechanical, ga_s dynamic, etc.) that can be acquired using these methods is extremely 
valuable when used il) conjunction with traditional independent measurements of EER 
and volumetric efficiency. 
Using the instrumentation and data acquisition/analyses techniques described, 
the effects of important design variables can be evaluated in detail and used to 
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